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ast year as the economic meltdown went global,
effective financial leadership was deemed to be all
about excelling at risk assessment. Today, the 320
senior financial executives responding to Treasury &
Risk’s annual financial leadership survey say assessing and prioritizing the operational and financial
risk facing an organization remain paramount, but

ensuring accurate cash-flow forecasting and effective working capital management are percolating to the top of
financial leaders’ agendas. Communication and cooperation among departments also emerged as a theme this
year. Respondents say that they must spend more time ensuring internal policies, procedures and controls are
followed, as well as promoting an interdepartmental vision for the company, while they work on ways to boost
performance and benchmarks. Meanwhile, 14% of respondents cite obtaining funding during the credit crunch
as their biggest challenge this year, up from 12 % last year and double the 7% that said it was their biggest challenge in 2007. More survey results can be found online at www.treasuryandrisk.com
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risk, while 46% said so after Lehman Brothers and AIG blew
up last year, compared to 38% in 2007.
TOP WAYS THE FINANCIAL

THE NEW EMPHASIS ON RISK

CRISIS HAS CHANGED YOUR JOB

has meant

Focusing more on working
capital management

36%

OF RESPONDENTS
Trying to improve
cash-flow forecasts

28%

19%
47%

21%
13%

Closely monitoring
banking relationships and
counterparty risk

25%
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Spending more time educating
others on internal policies,
procedures and controls

61%

Focusing more on data
generation

41%

Talking more with
vendors about increasing
visibility and control

39%

Reevaluating technology

35%
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15%, up from 9% in 2008, say cash flow should be a leader’s
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top focus, while 33%, slightly more than 31% in 2008, name providing
guidance on the company’s financial mission, priorities
and governance as the main concern.
treasuryandrisk.com

WHAT IS THE ONE THING YOU NEED TO

TOP FUNCTIONS THAT ARE

DO YOUR JOB BETTER?

SUPPORTED WELL BY TECHNOLOGY

Better cooperation with business
units and departments

27%
24%

More specialized staff skill sets
More resources

Accounting
Account reconciliation
Travel and expense
Cash flow forecasting

53%
25%
20%
16%

19%

TOP FUNCTIONS THAT NEED BETTER

Increased standardization and
compatibility between systems

17%
11%

Better technology
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39% say the one thing that
stifles innovation the most is
companies’ unwillingness
to invest in initiatives
without guaranteed
short-term gains.

SUPPORT BY TECHNOLOGY

Cash flow forecasting
Business performance management	
Accounting
Compliance

40%
28%
28%
19%

BEST WAYS TO CREATE AN
ATMOSPHERE OF INNOVATION

Develop cross-departmental cooperation
Reward efforts publicly
Automate more to save staff time	
Partner with firms known for innovation

36%
29%
16%
13%

Gets Top Attention
27% say they spend most of their time on control and compliance
issues, while 22% rank improving finance/treasury performance as
the biggest time consumer. 49% would rather be working on strategic planning.

Name a business executive who
demonstrated leadership over the past year:

#1
JP Morgan’s Jamie Dimon
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#2
Ford’s Alan Mulally

#3
Berkshire Hathaway’s Warren Buffett
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